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Abstract

The 2017 shared task at the Balto-
Slavic NLP workshop requires identify-
ing coarse-grained named entities in seven
languages, identifying each entity’s base
form, and clustering name mentions across
the multilingual set of documents. The
fact that no training data is provided to
systems for building supervised classifiers
further adds to the complexity. To com-
plete the task we first use publicly avail-
able parallel texts to project named en-
tity recognition capability from English
to each evaluation language. We ig-
nore entirely the subtask of identifying
non-inflected forms of names. Finally,
we create cross-document entity identi-
fiers by clustering named mentions using
a procedure-based approach.

1 Introduction

The LITESABER project at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity Applied Physics Laboratory is investigat-
ing techniques to perform analysis of named enti-
ties in low-resource languages. The tasks we are
investigating include: named entity detection and
coarse type classification, commonly referred to as
named entity recognition (NER); linking of named
entities to online databases such as Wikipedia; and
clustering of entities across documents. We have
applied some of our techniques to the BSNLP
2017 Shared Task. Specifically, we submitted re-
sults in two of the three categories: Named Entity
Mention Detection and Classification (or NER),
which asks systems to locate mentions of named
entities in text and identify their types; and En-
tity Matching (also known as cross-lingual iden-
tification, or cross-document coreference resolu-
tion) which asks systems to determine when two

entity mentions, either in the same document or in
different documents, refer to the same real-world
entity. We did not participate in the Name Normal-
ization task, which asks systems to convert each
entity mention to its lemmatized form. This paper
describes our approach and results.

2 Approach to NER

Our approach to developing named entity recog-
nizers for Balto-Slavic languages takes the follow-
ing steps:

• Obtain parallel texts for the target language
and English.
• Apply an English-language named entity rec-

ognizer to the English side of the corpus.
• Project the resulting annotations from En-

glish over to the target language by aligning
tagged English words to their target language
equivalents.
• Train a target language tagger off of the in-

ferred named entity labels.

These steps are described further in the following
subsections.

2.1 Parallel Collections
Exploitation of a parallel collection is at the heart
of our method. English is a well-studied, high-
resource language for which annotated NER cor-
pora are available, therefore we used parallel col-
lections with English on one side and the target
Balto-Slavic language on the other.

Our parallel bitext comes from the OPUS
archive1 maintained by Tiedemann (2012). Over
one million parallel sentences were available for
six of the seven languages; Ukrainian was our least
resourced language. Principal sources included
Europarl (Koehn, 2005) and Open Subtitles. We

1http://opus.lingfil.uu.se92



randomly sampled 250,000 sentences for each lan-
guage, and after filtering for various quality issues
we arrived at the data described in Table 1.

Language Training # words Test # words
Croatian 632,915 43,593
Czech 1,028,778 45,659
Polish 843,632 45,362
Russian 560,296 44,801
Slovak 1,081,397 45,611
Slovenian 966,431 45,444
Ukrainian 601,539 43,556

Table 1: Parallel collection sizes, in words.

2.2 English NER

Our first step was to identify the named entities on
the English side of the parallel collections. There
are many well-developed approaches to NER in
English.2 We chose to use the Illinois Named
Entity Tagger from the Cognitive Computation
Group at UIUC (Ratinov and Roth, 2009), which
at the time of its publication had the highest re-
ported NER score on the 2003 CoNLL English
shared task (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder,
2003). It is a perceptron-based tagger that can take
into consideration non-local features and external
data sources.

2.3 Parallel Projection

Once we have tagged an English document we
need to map those tags onto words in the cor-
responding target language document. Yarowsky
et al. pioneered this style of parallel projec-
tion (2001), using it to induce part of speech tag-
gers and noun phrase bracketers in addition to
named entity recognizers. We use the Giza++
tool (Och and Ney, 2003) to align words in our par-
allel corpora. In most cases, a single English word
will align with a single target language word. In
these cases, the tag assigned to the English word is
also assigned to the aligned target language word.
In some cases, the alignment will be one-to-many,
many-to-one, or many-to-many. For one-to-many
alignments, the tag of the English word is ap-
plied to all of the aligned target language words.
For many-to-one and many-to-many alignments,
if any English word is tagged with an entity tag,
then all aligned target language words are tagged

2See (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007) for a survey of ap-
proaches.

with the first such tag. Because Balto-Slavic lan-
guages are more heavily inflected than English,
most alignments from English are one-to-one or
many-to-one. In Czech, for example, our parallel
collection produced 71M one-to-one and many-to-
one alignments, but only 13M one-to-many align-
ments. We believe this favors the above heuristics
for the BSNLP 2017 task, because one-to-many
alignments are likely to be due to inflections in the
Balto-Slavic language that encode English func-
tion words.

2.4 Supervised Tagging and Classification

Projection of named entity tags onto the Balto-
Slavic side of the parallel collection gives us
a training collection for a supervised NER sys-
tem. Because we are training many recognizers,
we prefer to rely on language-independent tech-
niques. Features that work well for one language
(e.g., capitalization) will not necessarily work well
for another. Thus, we prefer an NER system
that can consider many different features, select-
ing those that work well for a particular language
without overtraining. To this end, we use the SVM-
Lattice named entity recognizer (Mayfield et al.,
2003). SVMLattice uses support vector machines
(SVMs) at its core. Like other discriminatively
trained systems, support vector machines can han-
dle large numbers of features without overtrain-
ing. SVMLattice trains a separate SVM for each
possible transition from label to label. It then uses
Viterbi decoding to identify the best path through
the lattice of transitions for a given input sentence.

We did not include gazetteers as features,
though their use has been shown to be beneficial
in statistically trained NER systems. But we in-
tend to investigate their use in future research.

3 Cross-Document Entity Coreference
Resolution

We used the Kripke system (Mayfield et al., 2014)
to identify co-referential mentions of the same
named entity across the multilingual document
collection. Kripke is an unsupervised agglomera-
tive clusterer that produces equivalence sets of en-
tities using a combination of procedural rules. We
used the uroman transliterator3 to convert Cyril-
lic names to the Roman alphabet to support cross-
script clustering.

3http://www.isi.edu/projects/nlg/
software_193



To avoid the customary quadratic-time com-
plexity required for brute-force pairwise com-
parisons, Kripke maintains an inverted index of
names used for each entity. Only entities matching
by full name, or some shared words or character n-
grams are considered as potentially coreferential.
Related indexing techniques are variously known
as blocking (Whang et al., 2009) or canopies (Mc-
Callum et al., 2000).

Approximate name matching is accomplished
using techniques such as: Dice scores of padded
character tri-grams, recursive longest common
subsequence, and expanding abbreviations. Chris-
ten (2006) gives a nice survey of related methods.

Contextual matching is accomplished by com-
paring named entities that co-occur in the same
document. Between candidate clusters, the inter-
section of names occurring in the clusters is com-
puted. Names are weighted by normalized Inverse
Document Frequency, so that rarer (i.e., discrim-
inating) names have greater weights. The top-k
(i.e., k=10) highest weighted names in common
are examined, and if the sum of their weights ex-
ceeds a cutoff, then the contextual similarity is
deemed adequate.

A series of five clustering passes was per-
formed. In early iterations matching criteria are
strict, and merges have both good name string and
context matching. This builds high-precision clus-
ters in the beginning, using relaxed conditions in
successive rounds to elevate entity recall.

For the BSNLP shared task the documents in
the evaluation corpora are based on a focal entity.
As a result the same name string found in differ-
ent documents almost surely refers to the same en-
tity. Kripke was designed for more diverse cor-
pora, where this is less often the case.

4 NER Experiments

We had no collections with ground truth for six
of the seven BSNLP languages. To gauge per-
formance, we divided the induced label collection
(i.e., the Balto-Slavic side of the parallel collec-
tion) into training and test sets (Table 1). We then
built an SVMLattice tagger using the training set,
and applied it to the test set, assuming that the pro-
jected tags were entirely accurate. The results are
shown in Table 2.

Digging slightly deeper into these results (Ta-
ble 3), we see that in general, performance is high-
est on locations, and lowest for the miscellaneous

Precision Recall F1

Croatian 70.75 53.44 60.89
Czech 74.89 61.43 67.49
Polish 75.68 60.07 66.98
Russian 68.19 36.94 47.92
Slovak 76.97 63.30 69.47
Slovenian 78.44 61.03 68.65
Ukrainian 73.98 40.80 52.59

Table 2: NER results using projected labels.

class. The organization class is inconsistent, being
high in some languages and low in others.

PER ORG LOC MISC
Croatian 65.82 39.10 63.45 53.87
Czech 51.11 70.26 71.57 56.74
Polish 48.30 72.28 71.57 48.48
Russian 50.39 35.99 54.93 35.38
Slovak 61.19 70.53 75.27 58.96
Slovenian 57.50 73.00 71.75 54.26
Ukrainian 63.94 17.63 50.74 32.53

Table 3: F1 Scores for the Four Entity Categories.

The one language for which we have some cu-
rated ground truth is Russian. The LDC collection
LDC2016E95 (LORELEI Russian Representative
Language Pack) contains, among other things,
named entity annotations for 239 Russian docu-
ments.4 We built a named entity recognizer for
Russian using the methodology described above,
and applied it to 10% of these LDC data. We used
the CoNLL evaluation script to score the run. The
results are shown in Table 4. Note that the la-
bel set for the LDC data is slightly different than
the BSNLP label set; in particular, there is no
MISC category (although the overall scores count
all MISC labels as incorrect).

Precision Recall F1

Overall 52.13 22.69 31.61
PER 40.43 33.33 36.54
ORG 16.00 3.45 5.67
LOC 77.02 26.11 38.99

Table 4: Results on annotated Russian text.

We note from these results that the tagger is do-
ing much more poorly on ORGs than is suggested
by the experiments on projected labels. Thus, we

4We did not include the 765 annotated Tweets in our tests.94



must view the results on ORGs for the other lan-
guages with a degree of skepticism. Possible rea-
sons include wider variation in organization names
than the other categories, the use of acronyms and
abbreviations, or greater difficulty in aligning or-
ganization names.

5 Phase I Shared Task Results

Table 5 reports NER precision, recall, and F1

scores for the seven languages.5 Examining gross
trends in the data, wee see that higher scores are
obtained on the trump corpus. Performance is rel-
atively consistent across language. However, re-
call is lower-than average in Polish and Russian,
and dramatically lower for Ukrainian, particularly
on the ec test set.

trump ec
P R F1 P R F1

ces 51.6 41.7 46.1 48.8 45.7 47.2
hrv 52.0 49.0 50.4 48.1 44.4 46.2
pol 66.8 29.7 41.1 58.1 36.6 44.9
rus 56.2 33.3 41.8 51.3 42.7 46.6
slk 56.6 40.2 47.0 47.9 44.6 46.2
slv 54.1 40.4 46.3 49.3 46.5 47.8
ukr 47.7 25.5 33.3 27.4 6.80 10.9
all 55.0 37.4 44.5 47.7 32.2 38.4

Table 5: NER results for the strict matching con-
dition, by language.

Looking at performance by entity type (Table
6), we see best results for the PER and LOC
classes, similar to our findings in Table 3 above.
The ORG and MISC classes are substantially
worse; scores for MISC are approximately zero.

PER ORG LOC MISC
ces 53.30 21.77 68.12 0.00
hrv 60.10 29.36 63.19 3.39
pol 35.29 13.19 68.73 0.00
rus 41.77 14.55 65.03 0.00
slk 57.52 18.67 63.20 2.94
slv 55.92 18.18 65.63 0.00
ukr 29.56 6.45 56.83 0.00
all 49.26 18.16 64.80 1.08

Table 6: F1 scores by type and language for the
trump test set with strict matching.

5Note, the task only permits reporting unique mentions in
a document, unlike the CoNLL evaluations were every men-
tion must be identified.

We have not had sufficient time to perform an
in-depth analysis of the data. One reason for low
performance on ORG and MISC classes may be
that these entity mentions contain more words on
average than PER and LOC entities, and our pro-
jected alignments may be less reliable for longer
spanning entities. Additionally, our trained En-
glish model is based on the CoNLL dataset, and
those tagging guidelines may be inconsistent with
the BSNLP 2017 shared task guidelines. For ex-
ample, demonyms and nationalities were tagged
as MISC in CoNLL,6 but PER in BSNLP 2017.

trump ec
P R F1 P R F1

ces 56.4 11.7 19.4 45.8 19.5 27.3
hrv 46.8 10.9 17.7 43.7 14.8 22.1
pol 62.4 10.7 18.2 43.9 11.0 17.5
rus 50.3 11.6 18.9 51.4 16.5 25.0
slk 58.0 14.0 22.6 46.2 22.9 30.6
slv 58.8 19.1 28.8 48.4 24.2 32.2
ukr 48.7 6.0 10.7 36.0 2.6 4.9
all 54.8 12.1 19.8 45.7 14.0 21.4

Table 7: Per-language entity coreference.

Within-language entity coreference resolution
was similar across the two test sets (see Table 7).
Precision was higher than recall, as we expected.
Performance merging across the seven languages
was lower than for single-language clustering.

6 Conclusions

Using a parallel collection to project named entity
tags, and training a named entity recognizer on the
resulting collection, is a feasible approach to de-
veloping named entity recognition in a variety of
languages. Performance of such NER systems is
clearly below that achievable with ground truth la-
bels for training data. However, for a variety of
downstream tasks, performance such as we see for
the Balto-Slavic languages is acceptable.
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